
Chapter 4513 

The intense pain, as well as the two pieces of high-pressure blood mist in front 

of him, 

Made the leader of the attackers terrified to the extreme! 

Because of the unbearable pain, he just opened his mouth and screamed, 

And then his screams stopped abruptly! 

This is because he is horrified to find that on the other side of his body, 

There are six men standing in front and behind overlapping, each of them, 

Without exception, the left shoulder cut off in unison! 

The most horrible thing is, that not only the six people’s left shoulders are 

chopped off, 

Even their hands are chopped at the same level as the gun is held, also neatly 

sliced! 

His expression got suddenly horrified beyond compare! 

The other attackers around him, as if they had seen a ghost, 

Looked at Charlie with jaws agape, unable to figure out whether he was a 

human or a ghost! 

At this time, the An family in the box, with their own eyes, 

Saw the man’s arms being cut off instantly, two steams of blood mist gushing 

in through the door, 



Everyone was horrified to the extreme, not knowing who this sudden 

appearance of the god of killing was. 

However, although they were completely stunned by this sudden scene, 

An uncontrollable excitement surged deep inside them. 

The excitement was because one second they were at the mercy of others, 

And could be shot to death at any time, and the next second, 

A strong mysterious person suddenly appeared to protect them. 

This made them see the light of life in the midst of the desperate situation of 

death. 

At this moment, the leader of the attackers did not care to deal with his 

wounds, 

Fear reaching in his heart to the extreme he looked at Charlie, 

His voice with obvious trembling asked: “You …… What exactly are you …… 

What kind of person ……” 

Charlie smiled faintly and said disdainfully: 

“Really wanton huh, a mere mole that can not even hold a burning stick, and 

how worthy to ask of my identity?!” 

The man’s body trembled at Charlie’s smile and yelled, “Shoot! Kill him!!!” 

In his eyes, bullets were the best weapon! 

At this time, the foremost few people subconsciously raised their guns and 

shot at Charlie. 



While Charlie did not even blink, said in a cold voice: 

“More burning sticks are still just burning sticks!” 

For him, without the abundant spiritual energy provided by the Cultivation Pill, 

It would have been impossible for him to continuously resist the saturated 

attacks of more than ten assault rifles. 

However, since the Cultivation Pill was refined and his body’s spiritual energy 

had improved greatly, 

His strength was no longer able to be shaken by such ordinary weapons! 

He did not move, but concentrated his aura in front of his body, forming an 

invisible barrier. 

Numerous incoming bullets with powerful kinetic energy gushed out, 

Rushing towards Charlie at nearly the speed of sound! 

At one time, the silencer dull sound of gunfire, 

And the sound of shells constantly thrown out in the air, together forming 

wonderful mechanical music. 

The gang’s magazines were instantly emptied, 

Almost simultaneously emitting the crisp sound of an empty chamber hanging 

up. 

Just when they thought they were sure to win, the next second, 

The situation in front of them made everyone on the opposite side scared out 

of their wits! 



Because! 

They found! 

All the bullets they shot! 

It was as if they had been cast a fixation spell, an instant stagnation in front of 

Charlie! 

The weakness of eight-star martial artists is that their true qi, their strength, 

It is not yet able to open up an absolute gap in level with modern firearms. 

But! 

What eight-star martial artists can not do, Charlie can do! 

The strength of the aura has long exceeded the powerful kinetic energy 

carried by the bullet! 

It’s like the hard steel armor, never can plastic toy gun bullets could pierce! 

The strength of the aura is already in an absolute crushing position! 

A crowd of people almost collapsed, a little less psychological quality, the legs 

have begun to go weak. 

At this time, Charlie sneered, “Now it’s my turn, right?” 

This one sentence caused everyone to fall into an ice cave! 

They had already seen the terrifying strength of Charlie, with a single chop in 

the void, 



He was able to cut off seven people and eight arms, and the people present 

were no match for him! 

The last in line, at this point, has even turned around and is ready to escape! 

But, Charlie would not give them the opportunity! 

They just used saturation attacks in this straight corridor, 

Leaving the four martial arts experts of the An family nowhere to hide. 

 


